
Dear Parents,

Greetings!
“The ability to learn is a skill but the passion to 

learn is a gift”

Education is not just a method of learning of 3Rs but a

lifelong process which creates an understanding of moral

and ethical values to guide one’s life in a right path. At BCM

Arya, we focus on complete development of our students by

involving them in various scholastic and co-scholastic

activities .Our monthly newsletter is an endeavour to keep

you updated with the activities and academic coverage held

during the month. Here we have another addition of the

newsletter for the month of November.



DIWALI CELEBRATONS

On November 10th 2023 , the joyous celebration of Diwali
filled our school with warmth and festivity. The children were
introduced to the significance of this auspicious occasion,
setting the stage for a day of memorable activities. Classrooms
transformed into vibrant spaces adorned with colorful
buntings, shimmering diyas, and flickering candles. In
alignment with promoting an eco-friendly celebration,
teachers encouraged the concept of a "Green Diwali," urging
everyone to enjoy the festivities without the use of crackers to
reduce pollution. An engaging activity sheet added an
interactive element to the celebration, with kids pasting
golden colour paper on diya decoration activity sheet .The
excitement and enthusiasm of the children were palpable,
making the entire day a delightful and memorable celebration
of Diwali.

CHILDREN’S DAY: - “The most precious thing in this world is

the smile on the face of a child.” Children’s day was celebrated

on 16th Nov in kindergarten wing. The flair of happiness was

spread all around as the tiny tots of LKG experienced special

affection from their teachers on this day. Children enjoyed

music and foot tapping beats which made them jump with joy.

A coloring activity was done to make this day a memorable

one. Short story on Pandit Jawahar Lal Nehru was narrated to



ROLL A STORY

Stories always give wings to our imagination and take us

to places beyond the boundaries of physical world. While

competitions are the best way to boost the confidence in

children. Keeping this in mind, Let’s roll a story

competition was conducted for LKG students on 17th

November 2023. Children narrated stories like ‘The five

friends’, ‘Thirsty crow’, ‘The lion and the mouse’, etc.

Some of them were dressed up as characters and

presented their story with the use of facial expressions

and voice modulation. . Each and every story was recited

with a moral.



B.C.M ARYA MODEL SR. SEC. SCHOOL, SHASTRI NAGAR, 

LUDHIANA.

LETS ROLL A STORY

SR. NO. NAME(FIRST POSITION) FATHER NAME

1 TAHIRA RAHUL DHAND

2 SHIVEN MARWAHA SHIVEK MARWAHA

3 VNISSHA NIKHIL JINDAL

4 TANSHI WADHAWA KARAN WADHAWA

5 HARNAAZ KAUR AVNEET SINGH

6 MIRA SALUJA TARUN KUMAR

STUDENT NAME (SECOND 

POSITION)

FATHER’S NAME

7. MAAHIR PANKAJ BANKEY

8. TUSHYA GUPTA SAHIL GUPTA

9. JUGAT KAUR MANMEET SINGH

STUDENT NAME (THIRD

POSITION)

FATHER’S NAME

10 GURSAANJ SINGH SONI RAMINDER SINGH SONI

11 MISHIKA CHAWLA VISHAL CHAWLA

12 ISHMAN KAUR PRABHJOT SINGH

13 DRITI KAURA KARAN KAURA

14 INAAYA MALHOTRA RAMAN MALHOTRA

15 ASEES KAUR GURNEET SINGH

16 AWALNOOR KAUR 

MANKOO

AMRINDER SINGH 

MANKOO



B.C.M ARYA MODEL SR. SEC. SCHOOL, SHASTRI NAGAR, 

LUDHIANA.

LETS ROLL A STORY

SR. NO. NAME(CONSOLATION) FATHER NAME

17 SAAVI LOVELESH GOEL

18 BAANI ROHIT BHUTANI

19 PANAV THAPAR KUSHAL THAPAR

20 GANISHKA NITIN KUMAR

21 VIRAANSH  BASSI DEEPAK BASSI

22 HARKIRAT SINGH 

FARWAHA

HARNAM SINGH 

FARWAHA



The students will soon be moving to the next pedestal of their

educational journey and thus developing reading habit is of

foremost importance. To begin, picture story books bring

tremendous benefits to students in developing their reading skills.

Illustrations shown along with text offer invaluable tools to help

build the fundamental literacy skills in the kids as- .



• They inspire visual thinking and imagination.

• They are perfect for vocabulary development as

students connect pictures with the sounds. .

• They also help them in comprehending the

sequence of events, make prediction and draw

inferences about what’s going to happen next. .

They spark a love for reading



1.Kindly do not pack your child's tiffin in the silver

foil.

2. Go through the almanac and BCM Arya app daily.

3. Send your child daily in proper neat and clean

winter uniform with grey socks.

4. Books, notebooks and PSB should be properly

covered and maintained.








